
PLEASE READ THESE PRIVACY POLICY CAREFULLY. 
W.E.F 25.12.2013 

Visitors to Vellalarmatrimony.org are granted a nonexclusive, limited license to 
use and access the content and services offered in accordance with 

thesePrivacy Policy (the "License"). 

BY YOUR POSITIVE ACTS OF ACCESSING VELLALARMATRIMONY.ORG, 

YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE PRIVACY POLICY SET FORTH BELOW. 

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH ANY OF THESE PRIVACY POLICY, YOU 

SHOULD NOT ACCESS OR USE VELLALARMATRIMONY.ORG OR ANY OF 

ITS SERVICE. 

1. Websites to which links are given on Vellalarmatrimony.org and the contents thereof are the 

sole responsibility of the promoters of such websites and VELLALAR MATRIMONY does not, in 

any manner whatsoever, recommend, authenticate, endorse, verify or certify these websites or 

any contents or links there. VELLALAR MATRIMONY does not take any responsibility for the 

privacy practice adopted by such other websites and therefore VELLALAR MATRIMONY 

recommends its visitors / users to read the privacy statement of each and every website that 

the user visits. VELLALAR MATRIMONY also does not take any responsibility or endorse the 

authenticity of the other online services linked with VELLALAR MATRIMONY which may offer 

various services like a lucky draw, win a free trip, win free tickets, astrology, palmistry, 

numerology etc. The user / member / visitor of Vellalarmatrimony.orgshall at its sole risk and 

responsibility click and surf on to such other website(s) / links which is/are being displayed in 

the website of Vellalarmatrimony.org.The user shall always bear in mind that at a single 

stroke/click of the mouse on such links/website, it gets connected through the Transmission 

Control Protocol (TCP) / Internet Protocol (IP) network of the said users and not through the IP 

of Vellalarmatrimony.org. VELLALAR MATRIMONY also does not suggest/encourage any of its 

users/members to furnish personal information and specially the Profile ID / User Name of 

Vellalarmatrimony.org to such or any other website(s). 

2. VELLALAR MATRIMONY reserves the right to tie up with partners in future to come up with 

various other online services. However, VELLALAR MATRIMONY shall never share the 

information / data collected from its visitors / users with such other partners without taking 

prior consent / permission from such visitors / users. VELLALAR MATRIMONY in such 

circumstances suggests that its visitors / users peruse the privacy policy of such partners before 

giving their consent or before furnishing personal identifiable information with such other 

website(s). VELLALAR MATRIMONY is not privy to the privacy practice adopted by its partners 

and does not take the responsibility in respect of the privacy policy adopted / to be adopted by 

such partners. VELLALAR MATRIMONY also reserves the right to use / share the information / 

data collected from its users with its partners if a user / visitor have already made public the 

information / data to Vellalarmatrimony.org  visitors. 

3. VELLALAR MATRIMONY also reserves the right to investigate and take appropriate legal action 
without limitation at its sole discretion against any user / member / who violates / misuses the 



on-line services and terminating the Membership of such violators who promote information 
that is false, misleading or promote illegal activities or conduct that is abusive, threatening, 
obscene, defamatory or libelous or promotes an illegal or unauthorized copy of another 
person's copyrighted work, such as providing pirated computer programs or links to them, 
providing information to circumvent manufacture-installed copy-protect devices, or providing 
pirated music or links to pirated music files or provides instructional information about illegal 
activities such as making or buying illegal weapons, violating someone's privacy, or providing or 
creating computer viruses or solicits passwords or personal identifying information for 
commercial or unlawful purposes from other users and/or engages in commercial activities and 
/ or sales promotion such as contests, sweepstakes, barter, advertising, and pyramid schemes. 

4. Vellalarmatrimony.org respects the privacy settings set by its users. Contact details sharing will 

happen only in the case of acceptance from the receiving member or in the Expression of 

interests which a member sends once he has taken paid membership or in case the member has 

himself/herself opted to place these in the public domain(by subscribing to 

Vellalarmatrimony.org’sValue or similar services). The user understands that once any 

information becomes part of the public domain it may be viewed by all and republished. In case 

of call direct feature, paid members will be able to view contact details of 

Vellalarmatrimony.orgusers who do not filter them. 


